Board Letter AKT 2018-2019

Dear arriving Media and culture student,
After your (hopefully wonderful) summer vacation, you are about to start a new study in
Utrecht: Media and Culture (MAC). You may be a little nervous - a new university in a new
city, and a whole new kind of everyday life. Luckily enough, you are not on your own,
because you can explore all this together with a whole group of fellow students.
You can meet and get to know these fellow students at AKT, the study association for Media
and Culture. As a member of AKT, you can also get a discount on the books that you’ll need
for all your courses, visits to movie theatres or performances, not irrelevant either, AKT
organises all kinds of fun AKTivities throughout the year, to make sure that you will not get
bored and that the coming years, your student years, will be the best of your life. These
AKTivities are organised by our committies, and they vary from international trips as well as
trips to places in the Netherlands to film screenings, visits to television shows, theatre and
dance performances and of course the occasional party (please note that we are always very
happy to have you at these AKTivities, but you are not obligated to join). In short: reason
enough to become a member!
In the booklet that comes with this envelope, you can read all about AKT and its committees
in which you can join too. Do you want to sign up for a membership? The registration form
can be found on our website: www.akt-online.nl (you can change the language settings at
the very top of the page). A membership will only cost you a one-off €45 (this guarantees
your membership for life!). As a member you do not only get discounts on books and
AKTivities that we organise ourselves, but also on a Cineville card, that will allow you
unlimited visits to certain movie theatres for a lower price, as well as the student
professional pass that will get you into (almost) any performance in the city theatre for only
€10. Besides that, you get discounts on bike repairs and coffee at Luciano’s, the coffee shop
near our office!
To introduce you to AKT, we organise a camp for the first year students right after the
introduction period. This camp lasts for three days, in which you can get to know everyone
in your own year, as well as other members. This is going to be a lot of fun and we certainly

recommend you to come too! You can sign up for the introduction camp via our registration
form on our website.
To save you from a lot of stress, AKT will arrange book sales on our website, through which
you can find the books that you need very easily. For more information, please see
BlackBoard.
We wish you a very nice introduction period and hope that you will feel at home with MAC
in Utrecht. We hope to see you next year at one of our AKTivities after the summer!
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